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9The NUS studies have to be taken with a pinch of salt as the questions are quite 
vague, and it’s very easy to ͞self-diagnose͟
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If the USA is anything to go by – we need more than just campus 
counsellors to be identifying and supporting distressed students!
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But only looking at risk factors can be dangerous. Too easy to assume and can easily 
become a tick-box exercise
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The next slide has a video clip that is a very moving piece by a survivor of a suicide 
attempt, Kevin Hines, who is now a leading advocate for better mental health 
support in the USA
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Episodic stress relates to discreet short term or one off stresses. Ambient are 
ongoing stresses.
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We all exist somewhere along the vulnerability axis (Vulnerability tends to be either 
genetic or acquired – such as brain injury or early life experiences, environment)
Explain what each line represents
Imagine two people with different vulnerabilities
Red face – low vulnerability, can tolerate a lot of stress
Blue face – high vulnerability , can’t tolerate a lot of stress before breaking point
Most of us given enough stress would have feelings of hopelessness which can lead 
to suicidal ideation
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What can we do to help person with high vulnerability?
Taking meds can reduce or buffer against vulnerability 
Taking street drugs can increase it
We can try and reduce the person’s environmental stress in areas of relationships, 
accommodation, extending deadlines, DSA application, finances for example
Aim to try and keep the person maintained away from Breaking point. This model 
offers hope and suggests ways that the individual can help himself to reduce stress
Can try to prevent relapse and keep people well as well as trying to make the 
psychotic experience  less stressful and traumatic
Things don’t have to be understood completely within the medical model for 
example a client when stressed may be more  vulnerable to spiritual intrusion in his 
life and his mind being altered
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Evidence suggests that whilst it might be ͞interesting͟ to have a speaker come on to 
campus to talk about suicide, it doesn’t have a lasting affect.
The earlier an intervention is put in place, the better and more positive the outcome. 
Hence why teaching all staff on campus about the how to screen for suicidal ideation 
in students works!
The problem however is the referral pathways. Just as cancer treatment is often 
discussed as a ͞postcode lottery͟ so too is mental health support. It varies massively.
Reducing access to means has been proven time and time again in helping to reduce 
the number of suicides. Some campuses in the USA now do regular audits looking at 
how to reduce access to means e.g. safety windows in all tall buildings. Removal of 
ligature points. Free hotlines to the USA equivalents to Nightline/Samaritans 
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Be wary of terminology. Try to think about safety and recovery.
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Practical Suicide-Risk Management for the Busy Primary Care Physician. Anna K. 
McDowell, MD; Timothy W. Lineberry, MD; and J. Michael Bostwick, MD 2011
We want to help guide people away from intent, and ultimately away from death, 
back down to the pre-contemplative stage
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